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Welcome to Tuckerton Dental in Tuckerton, NJ
Learn More
Schedule Now





21st Century Advanced Technology

Tomorrow’s Dentistry Today!






Meet the Dentist

Dr. Ronald P. Petrosky, DDS, MAGD, DICOI















Mission Possible Statement
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Our mission statement at Tuckerton Dental is to provide an outstanding experience for all the dental implantology needs of our loyal and trusting patients by offering:

	An experienced & caring staff
	A friendly & unique office atmosphere
	Doctors maintaining a high level of continued education
	Doctors providing the highest quality of care
	State-of-the-art dental technology
	Procedures that are simpler, minimally invasive, aesthetically pleasing, and reach your goals quickly.


‘You Can Be You Again… At Tuckerton Dental‘








Dr. Ronald P. Petrosky

DDS, MAGD, DICOI
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Mastership & Fellowship – Resnik Implant Institute






Board Certified Diplomate & Fellow – International Congress of Oral Implantologists






Master & Fellow – Academy of General Dentistry






Diplomate & Fellow – International Academy of Mini Dental Implants






Master & Fellow – American Academy of Implant Prosthodontics
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Fellow – Misch International Implant Institute






Associate Fellow & Diplomate – American Academy of Implant Dentistry






Diplomate – Global Mini Dental Implant Association






Fellow – Institute for Advanced Laser Dentistry






Fellow –  American Academy of Small Diameter Implants








Dr. Gail P. Petrosky

DDS, FAGD, FICOI
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Fellow – International Congress of Oral Implantologists






Fellow – Academy of General Dentistry






Specialty in Prosthodontics, Specialty #3495











Teresa P. Petrosky

RDH











Registered Dental Hygienist


















Hand-On Models Workshop with Dr.  Petrosky

April 26, 2024 – Tuckerton Dental, Tuckerton, NJ



Join Dr. Petrosky for this Hands-on One Piece Series workshop where he will detail how this simplified, practical, and versatile approach to implants can improve your practice and workflow. This workshop will go over: single, multiple, and full-arch applications, immediate placement examples, minimally invasive oral surgical techniques, and the advantages of One Piece implants. It also provides 7 continuing education credits.
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Workshop Brochure



Workshop Landing Page
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South Jersey Mini & Mono Dental Implant Centers of America

Tuckerton Dental provides the revolutionary benefits of mini dental implants!

Having trouble with your dentures? Are you missing one or more teeth? Then, mini dental implants may be for you!

	Can help you eat, smile, and speak with renewed confidence.
	Are placed using a simple, gentle, non-surgical approach.
	Are affordable — less than half the cost of old, conventional-style implants.
	Can be placed to anchor dentures or cemented crowns & bridges.
	Can help to preserve bone & facial appearance.




Learn More
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Cosmetic Dentistry of New Jersey

Cosmetic dentistry isn’t just for movie stars! New techniques allow us to reshape your smile with minimal changes to your natural teeth. See our cosmetic dentistry page to see how subtle changes can make a dramatic impact on the way you look and feel.



Learn More





LANAP

LANAP – LASER PERIODONTAL THERAPY™ of New Jersey, is an amazing breakthrough in periodontal treatments, the alternative to gum “flap surgery” License No. 08037. The way to repair gum damage is to get rid of the infection and close up the pockets. Until now, that meant surgery and sutures. But today, many dentists offer LASER PERIODONTAL THERAPY™, a patient-friendly, minimally-invasive procedure that’s a great improvement over standard gum surgery.



Learn More















CEREC Digital Scanning

Technology today is changing everyday lives. Many people, however, aren’t aware that technology also in impacting dentistry in new and exciting ways. Cutting-edge innovations in dental instruments are requiring less time in the dental chair, causing less discomfort and creating satisfying results. One breakthrough instrument, called CEREC, allows dentist to quickly restore damaged teeth with natural-colored ceramic fillings, saving patients time and inconvenience.



Learn More





LightWalker® Fotona Laser

Laser Dentistry of New Jersey featuring POWERLASE® AT Spa… the World’s Most Versatile Dental Laser for Superior Performance

Laser Research introduces the Lares PowerLase AT dual -wavelength laser, which combines dentistry’s best two wave lengths in a single system for superior hard and soft-tissue cutting performance. The PowerLase AT features the Freedom-Balanced articulated arm, which transmits laser energy 10 to 15 times more efficiently. This feature, combined with the 20-watt power supply and VPC technology, allows the PowerLase AT to cut tooth faster than a high-speed handpiece. This laser has received FDA 510(k) clearance to market for a wide variety of indications.



Learn More
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iCAT CT Scan

The i-CAT, the leader in Cone Beam 3-D Dental Imaging for dental applications only provides high-definition, digital imaging at reduced cost with less radiation to the patient and a typical scan time of only 8.5 seconds. The i-CAT’s computer controlled software delivers quick & easy reconstruction of critical anatomical information typically in under 30 seconds.



Learn More
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     Based on 95 reviews 
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   Marlene D 
 August 29, 2022
 
 
  Best dentist ever! EVER! If Dr. Petrosky isn’t in the top 10 of best dentists in the nation, he needs to be. Never felt his needles. When people joke about a painless dentist, it’s no joke, He’s the best! I was his patient from age 17 until I moved from the area in the 1990’s. I am 62, now.
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   Kate Stairiker 
 May 23, 2022
 
 
  Wish I found them sooner, only great experiences top notch care and relaxed environment.
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   Edward Turbak 
 March 8, 2022
 
 
  Excellent experience. Professional and painless. The implant process was just about 4 weeks from start to finish. I am more than pleased with the results.
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   Sweet Connie B 
 March 7, 2022
 
 
  Dr Petrosky is brilliant and kind, I will be eternally grateful to have found him.  I wish I had found him year’s ago. I received four mini dental implants and did not feel any pain. They feel like my real teeth and work perfectly. His staff and office are amazing, I actually looked forward to my visits.  I had the best cleaning of my life by the hygienist. It is such a relief to know that I never have to fear the Dentist again!
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   Meagan Tirado 
 February 4, 2022
 
 
  I couldn’t have had a better experience elsewhere. So glad to have gotten an implant done here, it was quick & painless. Dr was very informative & honest about the entire process from start to finish. This was a huge milestone in my healing journey & I couldn’t be more grateful! Thank you Dr. Petrosky for giving me my confidence & smile back!
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   Elizabeth Glatt 
 December 10, 2021
 
 
  Had  the best  experience at Dr Petrosky ‘s office. His  expertise  in mini implants is amazing. As the wife of a retired dentist i come with high standards. Dr. Petrosky met them all
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   Robert Bean 
 December 1, 2021
 
 
  i cant say enough good things about Dr Ron Petrosky and his entire staff.  I had neglected to go to the dentist for many years and decided to go the implant route instead of dentures. After comparing several dentists I decided to go with Ron. Probably the best decision i ever made. The man is a true craftsman and an artist his skill level with small tools of the trade is unbelievable I had all of my remaining teeth removed I felt no pain on any of the extractions. I just got my permanent implants in and they look and feel like your natural teeth. If you are thinking about getting implants do yourself a favor go see Ron his skill level is unrivaled and his staff is always friendly. and will make you feel comfortable like part of the family.
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   Carol Maguire 
 November 15, 2021
 
 
  When I had lived in the Tuckerton area some years ago, Dr Petrosky had done beautiful veneer work for me. It left such an impression, that when i was faced with the decision to get dental implants I immediately thought of him. I was not disapppinted. On a recent Saturday afternoon, Dr Petrosky had put four implants in. His gentleness and skill was so remarkable, that I requested he put the remaining four in. He also crafted a temporary covering all in the same day.

From the moment you enter his office it is clear that the experience is designed for the patient. Every approach, including the numbing process, is pleasant. This is a one of a kind office with advanced dentistry technique.  I highly recommend Dr Petrosky and his staff for any of your dentistry needs.
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